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A Retracta-Belt™
For Any Application...

Wallmount...

Stanchions To 6’ Tall...

Cone Mount...

Visiontron is the most responsive, customer-focused company in the Crowd
Control Industry today! Offering effective solutions for all your crowd control needs.

For over 15 years, Retracta-Belt™ has proven its higher standard of performance
and reliability with systems for both indoor and outdoor applications. Features
include: belt lengths from 7 to 50 feet, consistent post height of 40”, user
replaceable parts and backed with a full 5 year warranty. Retracta-Belt™ is the
only solution that allows you to build andmaintain your crowd control system affordably.

Don’t buy another post without talking to us first!

720 Old Willets Path, Hauppauge, NY 11788
800-585-7750 • www.visiontron.com • 631-582-8600

Proudly serving your signage and crowd control needs since 1962

Guiding you to
your Goal!

Register to Win
a Free Ipod

www.visiontron.com/ipod

� Price � Dependability �

� Immediate Delivery �

Dealer Inquiries
Are Welcome!



www.jvc.com/pro

Reliable. Compatible. Expandable.

Monitoring Every Security Need.

With a growing line of security products, JVC meets
virtually any surveillance installation requirement.
Today, JVC offers a comprehensive line of security
products – all designed and manufactured by a
brand known for its long-standing history of high
quality and reliability.

JVC has earned its excellence in customer
satisfaction by consistently delivering cameras
with superior performance. JVC’s IP and analog
dome cameras and wide range day/night
cameras feature Fujinon lens optics, which
provide exceptional color reproduction to
deliver the most clear and precise image
detail. In addition, JVC’s dome cameras are
easy to install and use, providing customers
with quick plug and play set up.

To complement its acclaimed security
camera lineup are JVC’s durable,
multi-purpose monitors and fully
integrated network video recorders
that provide your customers with a
flexible and seamless system that
meets all their surveillance needs.
JVC’s network video recorders include
fully-licensed software for 9 or 16
cameras and are easy to install.

With a full line of analog and digital
surveillance products, JVC can
seamlessly integrate with an existing
security system or develop a completely
new security solution that meets the
needs of a customer’s growing business.

To provide your customers with peace 
of mind, talk to the Pros at JVC.

Call 1-800-582-5825 for our
FREE Security Solutions brochure,
or visit us at www.jvc.com/pro

Vandal-Proof Indoor/Outdoor Cameras
TK-C215VP4U / TK-C215VP12U
• IP66 vandal resistant structure 
• Triple axis rotation system for wide lens

angle adjustment and vertical mounting
options

Fixed Day/Night Dome Cameras
TK-C215V4U / TK-C215V12U 
• 540 TV lines of horizontal resolution
• Plug and play setup

Indoor/Outdoor Fixed IP
Network Mini Domes
VN-C215V4U
• Built-in x3.6 vari-focal lens

(2.8 to 10mm)
• Built-in web server

Fixed High Resolution IP Camera
VN-C20U
• Full frame rate (up to 30fps)

motion-JPEG
• Power over Ethernet for easy intallation

1/3" Color CCTV
Day/Night Camera
TK-C925U
• 540 TV lines of horizontal

resolution
• Removable IR filter 

1/3" Wide Range Camera
TK-WD310U
• 14-bit digital processing
• Automatic 5-level exposure

control for each pixel

LCD Display Monitors
LM-150U / LM-170U 
• Durable, multi-purpose monitors 
• 24/7 operation

Network Video Recorders
VR-N900U / VR-N1600
• Fully licensed
• 9 or 16 channel recorder
• Open system, easy

to intergrate
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COMMAND CENTER

Working Together to
Make a Difference

�

Bob Johnson, president
Outdoor Amusement
Business Association

Steve Schmader, president & CEO
International Festivals
& Events Association

Dexter King, CFE, executive director
International Association of

Assembly Managers

Jim Tucker, president & CEO
International Association of Fairs

& Expositions

ith the world headquarters of the International Festivals & Events Association located in Boise, Idaho, along with the

National Interagency Fire Center, we were pleased and proud to read and view several news accounts of our local

firefighters. They had traveled to Southern California in recent months to assist with the devastating wildfires that rav-

aged that state. � Their actions went far beyond the firefighting itself, including coming to the aid of local families

who were doing their best to protect their most treasured belongings or simply needing water to allow them to flush

their toilets where service had been disrupted. Not long ago, those same heroes had also joined in firefighting efforts

in Australia as a way of saying “thank you” to their peers from that country, who had previously come to their aid

fighting local Idaho fires that, at times, seemed insurmountable. � In this issue of Venue Safety & Security, you will

read about some of the many other rescue and volunteer efforts that took place during the Southern California wild-

fires, including how those in our industry — places like the Del Mar Fairgrounds and Qualcomm Stadium — partici-

pated in efforts to host those who were displaced and evacuated from their homes. � We hope this coverage will not

only serve to create a greater appreciation for those who stepped up to help in this specific instance, but also to

encourage us all to take stock of what resources we may control — and how we might mobilize those resources if

the need were ever to present itself. The need to be prepared and able to react quickly should not be limited to only

our own events, audiences, dates or communities. � Unfortunately, recent years have proven that out by providing

the world with far too many opportunities to sharpen our skills in disaster relief efforts: the aftermath of Hurricane

Katrina throughout the Gulf Coast region, the evacuation of New Orleans, the devastation of the tsunami in Indonesia,

the wildfires in Greece, and others. And while prevention efforts and early warning systems continue to be fine-tuned,

mostly by government agencies, the fact is that we are likely to see a continued need to support these types of evac-

uation and rescue efforts as we look forward. � Ours is an industry that is uniquely able to help with these special-

ized needs in the future. We have access to large venues, volunteer forces, specialized vendors and professionals who

know how to create instant “communities” in parks, parking lots and other places where none exist under normal

conditions. That said, perhaps it is time for us to consider how we can effectively harness those combined resources

as a key responder in the years ahead. Imagine the possibilities if the capabilities and connections, worldwide, of our

Association Alliance organizations — IFEA, IAAM, IAFE, OABA and IAAPA — could be called upon and mobilized

easily and readily in the event of an emergency, whether it’s local, national or global. � For now, we will begin by

drawing attention to and increasing awareness of a few selected volunteers and responders, in one location, within

the pages of this issue of Venue Safety & Security (a publication that is also a result of combining our joint efforts) —

but we hope that it is only the beginning of the potential impact that we can all have. � On behalf of our combined

Association Alliance partners, we wish for each of you a safe and prosperous 2008.
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635 Fritz Drive, Suite 100
Coppell, TX 75019
Phone: (972) 906-7441
Fax: (972) 906-7418
Web: www.iaam.org

The International Association ofAssembly
Managers is an association whose pur-
pose is to provide leadership, to educate,
to inform and to cultivate friendships
among individuals involved in theman-
agement, operation and support of public
assembly facilities. IAAM is the world's
largest professional association dedicated
to issues relevant to themanagement of
public assembly facilities.Members of the
associationmanage public assembly facil-
ities such as amphitheaters, arenas, audi-
toriums, convention centers/exhibit halls,
performing arts venues, stadiums and

university complexes; or provide prod-
ucts, services or attractions to support
the industry. IAAMhasmore than 3,200
members worldwide.

Executive Director:Dexter King, CFE,
dexter.king@iaam.org

Director Life Safety & Security:Harold
Hansen, CFE, harold-hansen@sbc
global.net

AVSS Dean: Frank Poe,
frank.poe@dallascityhall.com

Editor, Facility Manager: R.V. Baugus,
rv.baugus@iaam.org

Legal Counsel:Turner D.Madden,
Esquire, tdmadden@verizon.net

Member, IAAM Life Safety Council:
Dave Horsman, davehorsman@twins
baseball.com

635 Fritz Drive, Suite 100
Coppell, TX 75019
Phone: (972) 906-7441
Fax: (972) 906-7418
Web: www.iaam.org

IAAM Foundation Director: Jill Dotts,
CFRE, jill.dotts@iaam.org

IAAM Foundation Chair: Joan LeMahieu,
President, The Parade Co.,
JLeMahieu@theparade.org

PO Box 985
Springfield, MO 65801
3043 E Cairo
Springfield, MO 65802
Phone: (417) 862-5771
or (800) 516-0313
Fax: (417) 862-0156
Web: www.fairsandexpos.com

The International Association of Fairs and
Expositions (IAFE) is a voluntary, non-
profit corporation, organizing state,
provincial, regional, and county agricultur-
al fairs, shows, exhibitions and exposi-
tions. Its associatemembers include
state and provincial associations of fairs,
non-agricultural expositions and festivals,
associations, corporations, and individu-
als engaged in providing products and
services to its members, all of whom are
interested in the improvement of fairs,
shows, expositions and allied fields.
The IAFE began in 1885 with a half dozen
fairs.Today, the IAFE representsmore
than 1,300 fairs around the world, and
more than 1,300members from allied
fields.Throughout the years, the IAFE has

remained true to its purpose of promoting
and encouraging the development and
improvement of fairs, shows and exposi-
tions. Its mission is “To represent and
facilitate the interest of agricultural fairs,
exhibitions and show associations.”

President and CEO: JimTucker,
jimt@fairsandexpos.com

CFO, Director of Meetings and
Publications:MaxWillis,
maxw@fairsandexpos.com

Director of Membership, Sponsorship,
and Trade Shows: Steve Siever,
steves@fairsandexpos.com

Director of Grants and Special
Education:Marla Calico,
marlac@fairsandexpos.com

Meeting Planner/Registrar: Kate Turner,
katet@fairsandexpos.com

Director of Education and Information
Technology: Rachel Stutesmun,
rachels@fairsandexpos.com

Fairs & Expos Managing Editor: Rebekah
Lee, rebekahl@fairsandexpos.com

Phone: (407) 681-9444
E-mail: oaba@aol.com
Web: www.oaba.org

The Outdoor Amusement Business
Association, organized as a non-profit
trade group in 1965, is the largest associ-
ation representing themobile amuse-
ment industry. Ourmembers include car-
nivals, circuses, independent ride owners,
food/game concessionaires, rental
amusements and others associated with
family entertainment. Ourmembers con-
tract with fairs, festivals, community and

philanthropic organizations throughout
the U.S. and Canada. Its mission is “To
encourage the growth and preservation
of the outdoor amusement industry
through leadership, legislation, education
andmembership services.”

President: RobertW. Johnson

Chairman: John Hanschen
Sr. Vice President: Al DeRusha

News Ambassador: TomPowell

General Counsel:Wayne Pierce

2603 Eastover Terrace
Boise, Idaho 83706
Phone: (208) 433-0950
Fax: (208) 433-9812
Web: www.ifea.com

Founded in 1956, the International
Festivals & Events Association (IFEA)
today is The Premiere Association
Supporting and Enabling Festival & Event
ProfessionalsWorldwide. In partnership
with global affiliates under the umbrellas
of IFEAAfrica, IFEAAsia, IFEAAustralia,
IFEAEurope, IFEA Latin America, IFEA
Middle East, and IFEANorth America the
organization's common vision is for "A
Globally United Industry that Touches
Lives in a PositiveWay through
Celebration."With a target audience that
includes all those who produce and sup-
port quality celebrations for the benefit of
their respective "communities," the IFEA's
primary focus is identifying and providing
access to the professional resources and
networks that will, as stated in our mis-
sion, inspire and enable those in our
industry to realize their dreams, build
community and sustain success through
celebration.The IFEA exists to serve the
needs of our entire industry, all those who
share our core values of excellence &

quality; the sharing of experience, knowl-
edge, creativity and best practices; and
the importance of "community" building
both locally and globally. Our success lies
in the success of those we serve through
professional education, programming,
products and resources, networking and
representation.
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Director of Communications &
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Director of Convention Production &
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Frazee, tom@ifea.com

Director of Administrative Operations:
Julie Parke, Julie@ifea.com

Director of Membership Services: Beth
Petersen, beth@ifea.com

President: Ray Larson

COO: Virginia Larson

CFO: Jim Heffel

Editorial Director:Mario Medina

Sr. Associate Editor: Haley Shapley
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Production Manager:AnneMatthews
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Group Publisher :Michael Malone,
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FROMTHE PUBLISHER

Let’s Talk

�

The ultimate goal of any publication is to provide content that’s not only relevant, but also valuable, insightful, educational and thought-

provoking. The best feedback we can receive is that this publication helped you improve your skill set or the way you do business.

Achieving that goal depends on establishing a conversation between the magazine’s producers and you, the reader. We’re fortunate that

the leaders of the public assembly organizations producing Venue Safety & Security are fully committed to this publication. The organi-

zations all devote time and resources to ensure that each issue examines critical issues, and they give the magazine’s writers and editors

unprecedented access to thought leaders in this industry.

We’re also delighted at readers’ response to Venue Safety & Security. We received many e-mails and letters from safety and security

professionals, general managers and operations directors telling us how much they enjoy and appreciate the information this magazine

offers — and how much they appreciate a magazine produced specifically for them. But let’s not stop there — tell us how we make an

already great magazine even better. Let us know what kinds of products and services you’re looking for, and how we can better con-

nect to those engaged in producing events and managing the most prominent facilities in the world. Pass this issue along to everyone

in your organization whose job responsibilities intersect with safety and security — and encourage them to fill out the attached subscrip-

tion cards. Additionally, tell us what issues concern you, and what types of information you’d like to see.

Just like security and safety, and the world around us, Venue Safety & Security is constantly evolving. Drop me a line and let me know

how we can better serve you.

Michael Malone, Group Publisher, PRISM Media Group

mmalone@prismb2bmedia.com (972) 488-4423
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In
N E W S A N D S T U F F

THISway
PRODUCTS Venues can take a hands-off

approach to security checks, thanks to a

passive millimeter wave imaging system

from Brijot Imaging Systems, a Florida-

based security solutions company.

Brijot’s BIS-WDS GEN 2 boasts an inte-

grated full-motion video camera, an on-

board computer, and a video detection

engine. Other features include full-motion,

real-time passive millimeter wave imaging

capabilities, which allow venue operators to

detect concealed threats sooner, minimize

loss prevention more effectively, and virtu-

ally pat down and screen people.

With the system, security and loss pre-

vention officials get a quick and discrete

method for detecting suspicious hidden

items — whether they’re explosives,

weapons, contraband, stolen electronics,

liquids, gels or other items. Anatomical

details aren’t revealed, but concealed

objects are — in as little as half a second.

Formore information on BIS-WDSGEN 2,

visit www.brijot.com.

In Violation
BY THE NUMBERS Below is the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration’s list of the 10

most frequently cited violations of 2007.

BIS-WDS GEN 2 alerts screeners when it finds
something, and security personnel can determine
what the object in question is without performing a
physical search.

THIS SEASON When the weather out-

side is frightful, staying inside is

delightful. But if you must venture out,

here are some tips from Safe

Electricity, a multimedia public aware-

ness program for safety education, that

you can pass on to employees and visi-

tors to your venue:

• Stay away from downed power lines

and be alert to the possibility that tree

limbs or debris may hide an electrical

hazard.

• Treat all downed or hanging power

lines as if they’re energized. Warn oth-

ers to stay away, and contact the elec-

tric utility.

• A power line doesn’t need to be

sparking or arcing to be energized, even

if it’s sagging close to or on the ground.

• Other utility lines can also become

energized by being in contact with an

electrical line.

• Lines that appear to be “dead” can

become energized as crews work to

restore power, or sometimes from

improper use of emergency generators.

The Lowdown on
High-Tech Pat Downs

After the Storm

❶
❷
❸
❹
❺
❻
❼
❽
❾
❿

Scaffolding

Fall protection

Hazard communication

Respiratory protection

Lockout/tagout

Powered industrial trucks

Electrical — wiring

Ladders

Machine guarding

Electrical
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EDUCATION Mark your calendars for the International Stadium Management Conference (ISMC) from

May 15 to 17 in St. Louis. The 2008 ISMC will feature the new best practices in stadium management cur-

riculum, as well as a comprehensive program designed to provide stadiummanagers with solid continuing

education in the principles of stadium management and the issues facing the industry today. The agenda

also includes roundtable sessions,a tour of theEdwardJonesDome,andgolf andbaseball outings.Formore

information, visit www.iaam.org.

InTHISway
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Stadium Managers, Unite!
AVSS Adds Winter
Training to Schedule
EDUCATION If you’re looking to

improve operations at your venue,

you’ll want to attend the Academy

for Venue Safety & Security winter

training from Feb. 9 to 15 in Dallas.

Attendees will be provided with up-

to-date information and techniques,

plus they’ll get an in-depth look over

the course of five days at the types of

emergencies that can happen at

venues.

Courses are available in risk man-

agement, emergency planning,

security operations and training, and

classes range from those covering

the basics to high-level practicums.

For more information about AVSS,

contact the International Association

of Assembly Managers’ director of

life safety, Harold Hansen, at

harold.hansen@iaam.org or (773)

973-2049.
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INFRASTRUCTURE▲

urvey suspicious movement of people and vehicles.

Identify unattended packages and collateral.

Count — and account for — attendees at events.

These types of security demands contribute to venue managers’ growing

interest in the emerging field of video analytics, or content analysis systems.

Software packages are being developed with increasingly “smart” functionali-

ties, providing users with a growing selection of customized data evaluations gleaned from

state-of-the-art recording-device networks and video camera systems.

“Event management at large venues presents unique security challenges for management

that new technology can make more efficient,” says Paul Boucherle. As president of Ohio-

based Matterhorn Consulting, he provides security evaluation services for facilities through-

out the United States. “Conventional security practices and tools can only do so much.”

Using only closed-circuit television (CCTV) and guards means your venue’s monitoring

efforts probably fall short, Boucherle says. “The average guard can only concentrate on six

to nine video monitors effectively for 15- to 20 minutes,” he

says. “After that, events and security incidents will be

missed, delaying response time.”

Nikos Papanikolopoulos, Ph.D., the Distinguished

McKnight University Professor at the University of Minnesota

and a leading expert in the field, agrees. “Watching videos

continuously by security personnel is inefficient, stressful and

unreliable,” he says. “Traditional command centers, with one

individual manning a set of monitors, just aren’t enough.”

That’s why Papanikolopoulos and others tout the bene-

fits of systems with video feeding into a central database

for pre-programmed evaluation, providing results for an

operator who can then decide if a situation warrants fur-

Tracking Technology

Improving video

analytics systems

takemonitoring to

the next level.

By Karen Lancaster

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
▲Video analytics, or content
analysis systems, providing
provide customized data
evaluations, an improvement
over traditional monitoring.
▲These systems can create
digital boundaries, monitor
traffic flow, and detect
suspicious non-motion.
▲ Other advances including
monitoring individuals for
aggression and creating vascular
face-prints.

S
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ther action. “Automated tools help mini-

mize the cost and number of cameras to

be used, and find the best locations for

camera placement,” he says. “There’s

always a need for a human to be

involved, but technology provides the

tools and assumes analysis tasks for the

security professional.”

Software can be programmed to screen

out extraneous information and focus on

the anomalies, Papanikolopoulos explains.

“Users can create categories for unusual

events occurring and provide an alert that

a situation could be evolving, such as an

unidentified object that has arrived in a

spot and is unattended,” he says. “This

allows personnel to establish that a prob-

lem exists, determine the response and

dispatch units to investigate — all in a

matter of minutes, if not seconds.”

A Revolution
Advances are evolving at a rapid pace,

says Geoff Anderson of JVC Professional

Products division, a leading supplier to the

security trade of IP network and analog

security cameras, digital recorders and

monitors. “The industry is in transition

from analog to digital, and there are so

many tasks that can now be accomplished,

like motion detection, which has a wide

range of applications,” he says.

The next level up is a system that captures

zones of interest, Anderson says. “The user

can box- out an area and search for action

while the cameras buffer information. This is

a powerful tool for use as a forensic review

and to see an established flow of activity.”

Some of the most important video ana-

lytics features in the marketplace include:

Trip-wire technology. These digital

boundaries, or imaginary lines drawn in the

sensor itself, provide messaging — from an

e-mail to a video clip — that someone or

something has crossed into the specified

zone, i.e., traffic coming in the wrong way.

The footage can also supply identifying

data such as license plate numbers.

People-counting capability. Software

can tally traffic flow in both entrance and

exit modes to determine if any individuals

remain in the facility.

No-motion detection. This technology

identifies dropped baggage and similar

potential threats. For example, if a car

pulls into an area with a 30-second wait-

ing time and remains past a specified two-

minute mark, the camera timer will trigger

an internal alarm to notify security person-

nel. Its video-feed function also provides

forensic capabilities in the case of unat-

tended packages to determine who left it,

where they came from and if they’re still

in the area.

Enhanced tracking capabilities.
Cameras that follow individuals based on

movement, with pan/tilt/zoom, 360-

degrees coverage and up-and-down cov-

erage, can be used by a security guard or

automated via motion-detection.

Looking to the Future
Other exciting advances are just around

the corner — and they’re coming just in

time for the changing climate and needs of

the industry, says John Byrnes, founder of

the Center for Aggression Management in

Winter Park, Fla.

“Security professionals are coming to

the realization that in attempting to moni-

tor potential threats, they’re often looking

for the wrong type of person,” Byrnes

says. “Most security staff members are

trained to look for adrenaline-driven indi-

viduals with red faces, but a terrorist in a

venue setting falls into the other category;

he’s intent-driven. This individual detach-

es from himself and loses animation; in

military terms it’s ‘the 1,000-yard stare.’ We

can work with professionals to show them

what to look for, either in person or via

camera technology.”

Cutting-edge infrared technology can

create a vascular face-print; measured

dynamically, it’s like a fingerprint, in that

it’s unique to each individual. “We can use

these programs to identify if the person has

had prior visits to the venue,” Byrnes says.

Of course, while these emerging tech-

nologies can yield incredible benefits

when properly applied, it’s ultimately

the people and the policies behind a

venue’s security strategy that are the key

elements to leveraging any program to its

full effectiveness. VSS

Karen Lancaster is a Dallas-based writer whose

work appears regularly in national trade and con-

sumer publications.

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Selecting the Right Technology
There are several key questions to consider before deciding upon an intelligent video analysis

solution (IVAS), says Paul Boucherle, president of Matterhorn Consulting.

• What’s the quality ofmy current CCTV system investment and can it be upgraded to incorporate IVAS?

• What are the historical security events that have caused the greatest concern/liability for our venue?

• Do we need a better way to “count” attendance at an event?

• Do we need to automatically determine direction of people flow?

•What are my areas of greatest security concern based on historical data?

•Where do these events occur based on our actual records over the last two years?

•Would redeployment of guard forces/camera locations help reduce these events?

• How would IVAS specifically improve video monitoring efficiency to redeploy guards?

• How will events identified by IVAS be communicated to first responders?

•Will I have to upgrade the level of guard force to work with an IVAS effectively?

• Are perimeter security issues an ongoing challenge for my events?

• Are traffic control, pedestrian safety and parking areas sources of key concern?

Upon assessing your individual needs, remember that IVAS requires a break-in period to adjust

system performance and reduce false alerts. This requires software and camera adjustments, so

allow enough time to deliver expected results. Also, security policies and procedures must be

carefully tested, adjusted and audited for the proper outcome.
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RISK MANAGEMENT▲

Forming a strong

relationshipwith the

RedCross canmake a

critical differencewhen

disaster strikes.

A Partner in Times of Peril
By Pat Pape

D
evastating fires, fueled by dry, fast-moving Santa Ana winds, seared parts of

Southern California in October 2007, scorching approximately 810 square

miles, destroying at least 1,600 structures and causing $1 billion in proper-

ty damage. During that smoke-filled and stressful week, Del Mar

Fairgrounds — aided by the Red Cross — provided shelter to thousands of

evacuees (see “The California Fires,” p. 16).

“Del Mar is a phenomenal facility, and the staff wanted

to be part of the solution,” says Sue Mayberry, a Red Cross

volunteer for 16 years and the mass-care chairperson for

the local organization’s Disaster Response Committee.

“And they let the Red Cross do their job.”

Local volunteers and Marines from nearby Camp

Pendleton helped run the shelter, while members of the

National Guard managed safety and security. Thanks to the

presence of uniformed Red Cross personnel, shelter access

was controlled, and media credentials were required to

enter the facility. “We’ve had some really big fires out

here,” Mayberry says. “The venue folks are always pressed

into service by the city or county.”

Ready to Respond
In the aftermath of the devastation, Mayberry planned

training events for Del Mar and other facilities that want to

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
▲Aided by uniformed Red Cross
personnel, Del Mar Fairgrounds
provided shelter to thousands of
evacuees during California’s
wildfires late last year.
▲The Red Cross will conduct
training events for venues that
want to be prepared to work
with the organization in times
of crisis. Officials will come to a
venue’s property, survey it and
determine what areas could be
used during an emergency.
▲The Red Cross and various
venues in Portland, Ore., devel-
oped a statement of under-
standing to outline ways they
could work together in the
event of a disaster.
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be prepared to work with the Red Cross

in times of crisis. “I will do training on

how to open, run and close a shelter,”

she says. “I will walk through potential

shelter facilities and inspect them and

point out safety features. They need to be

ADA [Americans with Disabilities Act]

compliant and in a good state of repair.”

Proactive venue operators should con-

tact the local Red Cross chapter to estab-

lish a relationship. Red Cross officials will

come to the property, survey the facility

and determine what areas could be used

in times of crisis.

This preview helps the organization

develop a plan for working with that

facility long before an emergency occurs.

For instance, if there’s no operating

kitchen on the premises, the Red Cross

could determine ahead of time how food

would be prepared and delivered.

Portland Prepared
In Portland, Ore., regional officials and

the local Red Cross chapter have planned

ahead for potential disasters that they

hope never come. Representatives of the

Metropolitan Exposition-Recreation

Commission — which oversees the

Portland Expo Center, Center for

Performing Arts and Oregon Convention

Center — were contacted by a local Red

Cross representative in late 2006, and

they invited the Red Cross to visit the

regional facilities.

As a result, a statement of understand-

ing was drawn up to outline ways the

commission and the Red Cross could

work together in the event of a disaster.

The agreement focuses on using the three

facilities to establish a communications

center, train volunteers, and feed and/or

shelter disaster workers and evacuees.

It spells out emergency preparedness

exercises and planning activities, and it

calls for maintaining close interaction

between the two organizations at all lev-

els to share data and knowledge.

The agreement also provides indemni-

fication for the Portland facilities in case

something goes awry, says Nathan Sykes,

attorney for the Metropolitan Exposition-

Recreation Commission.

“It’s a cooperative agreement,” he says,

adding that it’s renewable after five years.

“You never know about a disaster until it

happens, but we’re taking the steps that

need to be taken.”

Adds Chris Bailey, director of the Expo

Center: “The Red Cross was proactive.

They wanted to know about our setup,

our facilities. Now, we know them and

they know us. If they need housing or

access to a kitchen, they can simply

contact us.”

Putting It to the Test
The Expo Center recently challenged one

of its most important emergency assets —

its huge, professional kitchen — during

TOPOFF 4, a full-scale national prepared-

ness exercise held in Oregon, Arizona

and Guam during the same month as the

Southern California fires.

The Oregon TOPOFF 4 exercises were

conducted not far from the Expo Center

and provided a coincidental opportunity

to test the kitchen’s capabilities, Bailey

says. Red Cross volunteers set up an

assembly line and created 2,000 sack

lunches that were then distributed to pro-

fessionals and volunteers during the exer-

cise. “One day, the Red Cross may need

to be able to prepare food here and trans-

port it to a faraway site,” Bailey says.

In early 2008, Bailey and local Red

Cross personnel will meet to debrief

about the exercise, and they’ll schedule

crisis training for Portland Expo staff

members.

“We have a thumbnail plan

in place,” he says of the statement of

understanding,” but it’s very much in

the infancy stage. In terms of community

spirit and awareness, it’s the sensible

thing to do. You learn how things work,

and meet the contact people — in a

non-emergency situation.”

Adds Mayberry: “We never know when

we’re going to have a disaster — floods,

earthquakes, wildfires. Training enhances

their scope. Del Mar Fairgrounds has got-

ten phenomenal, positive press because

of what they’ve done during the fires.

They’re part of the team, and they’re

excited about it.”

Ultimately, the Red Cross and similar

organizations are charged with taking

care of people. Venue managers, on the

other hand, work to manage and effi-

ciently operate their facilities and events.

For venues to serve effectively as mega-

shelters, a a consultative, collaborative

effort and understanding of each organi-

zation’s skill and expertise is required.

(IAAM’s Mega-Shelter Best Practice Guide

is the leading reference and resource for

this collaborative effort. For more infor-

mation, see “A Guide to Best Practices,”

p. 21.) VSS

Pat Pape is a Dallas-based writer who focuses

on retailing and consumer products.

RISK MANAGEMENT
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“You never know about a disaster until it
happens, but we’re taking the steps that
need to be taken.”
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RETAIL & CONCESSIONS▲

hich is safer: Food sampled or purchased at a fair, or lunch from a work-

place cafeteria?

Those in the public assembly venue industry will be happy to know

that foodborne disease outbreaks are less likely to occur at fairs and fes-

tivals than at picnics, church outings, camps, workplace cafeterias, pris-

ons, nursing homes and even hospitals, according to a survey that the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention (CDC) conducted on foodborne illnesses.

It’s hardly surprising that the number of foodborne disease outbreaks traced to restau-

rants and delis is significantly higher (3,334 incidents versus 44 in the fair and festival seg-

ment), but the industry’s performance against many of these other segments surely is cause

for celebration.

The last significant incident that Dr. Michael Lynch of the CDC recalls that impacted the

fair and expo industry was a waterborne outbreak in 1999. An unchlorinated, shallow well

that serviced some vendors at the Washington (N.Y.) County Fair was linked to outbreaks

of Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Campylobacter jejuni that

sickened more than 900, hospitalized 65 and killed two.

“Some incidents we see are due to handling; in other

instances, the food was already contaminated,” says Lynch,

medical epidemiologist in the enteric diseases epidemiolo-

gy branch of the CDC. “In instances of mishandling, it’s

usually lack of proper hygiene during preparation or an ill

food handler. It also could be food not being kept at the

proper temperature.”

A knowledgeable venue manager or event coordinator

can correct many problems relating to improper food han-

dling or sampling before an outbreak can occur, says Steven

Goode, environmental health manager for the Southern

Good Eats

Disease outbreaks from

food preparation and

sampling at public

events are rare—but

even one incident

is toomany.

By Matt Bolch

W

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
▲ Foodborne disease outbreaks
are less likely to occur at fairs
and festivals than at picnics,
church outings and other types
of events.
▲ Many problems relating to
improper food handling or
sampling can be addressed
before an outbreak can occur.
▲While regulations regarding
the handling, serving and sam-
pling of food vary widely by
jurisdiction, much of the coun-
try follows the FDA Food Code.
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RETAIL & CONCESSIONS

Nevada Health District, which encompass-

es the convention capital of Las Vegas. “At

events with multiple vendors, an event

coordinator is responsible for all activi-

ties,” Goode says. “We still inspect, but it

falls under the auspices of the event coor-

dinator. Fortunately, at facilities such as

that, 99.5 percent of the time, they ensure

that people have come down to the office

to make application.”

In those rare cases when someone has-

n’t applied for a permit or is found oper-

ating beyond its scope, that booth will be

closed until the vendor makes application

and receives a permit or an updated one.

On the Move
Vendors at fairs and carnivals have to follow

the same guidelines as those at permanent

venues, but Goode says those vendors gen-

erally require more follow-up work. “It’s a

peculiar thing, because they should know

the rules since they travel from state to

state,” Goode says. “There’s always an

opportunity to enhance that person’s

knowledge as to how we do things here, as

opposed to Phoenix or Atlanta.”

The Minnesota State Fair attracts more

than 1.6 million people during its 12-day

run toward the end of each summer, and

many of those visitors will sample food

from vendors showing off blenders, frappé

machines and salsa makers, says Dennis

Larson, the fair’s license administration

manager. “Food samplers in Minnesota

have to follow the same guidelines as other

food vendors,” Larson says. “They have to

have a food-handling license and follow all

food safety guidelines.”

The Minnesota Department of Health

handles inspections and licensing, which

includes a requirement that one person

who has passed a ServSafe Food Safety

course be at the booth at all times.

Requirements are made clear during sales

presentations by fair officials and when

contracts are signed, Larson notes.

“Luckily we’ve had no incidents,” he says.

“The potential risk is higher with sampling

because if something is free, everyone

wants it.”

The Miami-Dade County Fair and Expo

hasn’t had any problems with foodborne

illnesses caused by food preparation or

sampling, either, but it has shut down

food booths that weren’t being main-

tained properly, says Pat Moroney, direc-

tor of concessions. The 18-day spring

event features 160 food vendors and

attracts 700,000.

“We have a very limited amount of sam-

pling that goes on,” Moroney says. “We

may have a sponsor passing out, say,

packages of cereal, but we’re careful

about what sponsors give out so it doesn’t

compete with our other vendors.”

Food vendors operating in Florida can

receive permission to hand out samples of

new products, but those samples are

passed out through the serving window,

instead of by someone standing in front of

the booth passing them out. Food han-

dlers also must pass a food safety course

and apply for a permit from the county,

which conducts inspections early on the

fair’s opening day.

Inspectors also enforce local food safety

regulations, including a county ordinance

that bans trans fat. However, Moroney dis-

covered that food vendors at fairs and fes-

tivals had never used it. “On occasion,

we’ve had to remove vendors because

their stand wasn’t maintained or a hood

fan wasn’t working properly, but rarely

does that happen,” she says.

Since most of the concessionaires are

mom-and-pop owners who work the fair

and carnival circuit, they’re aware of the

regulations in the various jurisdictions and

can adjust accordingly to maintain their

livelihoods, Moroney says.

Rules and Regulations
Regulations regarding the handling, serv-

ing and sampling of food vary widely by

jurisdiction, but the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration has developed the FDA

Food Code to provide a scientifically sound

technical and legal basis for regulating the

food service industry.

The Association of Food and Drug

Officials reported in 2005 that 48 of 56

states and territories had adopted food

codes patterned after one of the five ver-

sions of the Food Code, beginning with the

1993 edition; those 48 states and territories

represent 79 percent of the U.S. popula-

tion. (The Food Code now is published

every four years, with the most recent

revision coming out in 2005.)

“There have been improvements in

food-handling safety over the past several

decades, but outbreaks haven’t gone away

completely,” says the CDC’s Lynch, who

urges continued vigilance by anyone han-

dling food. He notes that many illnesses

can be caused by ill workers or those who

haven’t properly washed their hands.

Las Vegas is one of those jurisdictions

that haven’t adopted the FDA Food Code,

although it does adhere to many of its

tenets, Goode says. Differences include

the holding temperatures of hot and cold

foods and reheating requirements.

“It’s a source of pride that the hospi-

tality community here is trained at a very

high level to make sure that food is han-

dled, prepared and served properly,”

Goode says. “In temporary events, and

when groups such as Girl Scout troops

and parents without a good knowledge

of food safety are preparing food, it’s our

obligation to train them on what they

need to know.” VSS

Matt Bolch is a veteran business reporter who

specializes in trade publications in a variety of

industries, including health care, technology,

education and specialty retailing.

“Luckily we’ve had no incidents.The potential
risk is higher because if something is free,
everyonewants it.”
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The
SPECIAL REPORT:

CaliforniaCalifornia
A Los Angeles County firefighter pauses before a wall of flames early
Saturday, Nov. 24, 2007, in Malibu, Calif. AP Photo/Mike Meadows.
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I
fHurricanes Katrina and Rita sounded an alarm that
venues must be prepared to serve as mega-shelters
in times of national crises, last October’s deadly
California wildfires — which killed nine people,
injured dozens and sent hundreds of thousands flee-

ing for safety — put that notion to the test.
While some facilities were called on only to stand by in

the event that their assistance was needed, several had
front-and-center responsibilities for the well-being of
thousands of people forced from their homes. It was the
largest such evacuation since Hurricane Katrina forced 90
percent of southeast Louisiana residents from their
homes — and prompted the industry to develop guide-
lines on venues’ role asmega-shelters (see“AGuide toBest
Practices,” p. 21).
Qualcomm Stadium was a central evacuation site dur-

ing the wildfires, alongside many schools and churches,
with more than 10,000 gathering at the city-owned and
-operated facility for food, blankets and water.

An in-depth look at how
public assembly venues
responded to the California
fires— andwhat the industry
learned in the process.

By Mark Henricks

FiresFires
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“When the fire started, the fire department realized they were

going to have to evacuate a large number of people,” says Erik

Stover, stadium general manager. “The question was where you

could send a large number of people with enough restrooms,

someplace to sit and some level of shelter, and a place where you

could park 20,000 cars. This was really the only option.”

The decision to lean heavily on Qualcomm was made, at least

to some degree, on the fly by emergency management authorities

as the situation developed. “So far as I know, we’re not part of a

game plan. Qualcomm Stadium isn’t part of some large three-ring

binder you have in the back of your desk.”

In a previous bout of severe fires in 2003, Qualcomm was also

used for evacuations. But that time its role was very different.

“People evacuated here were very short term, and for the most

part, it was people staying in their cars in the parking lots,” Stover

says. “It wasn’t anything like this time.”

This time, Stover’s home phone rang about 5:30 a.m. on Monday,

Oct. 23, with a call from firefighters alerting him of the pending

need for shelter. He arrived at the stadium by 6 a.m. to find evac-

uees already showing up. “We started talking about how we were

going to layer this thing, who was going to go where, what gates

we would open and how we’d manage the crowd. Those conver-

sations were made using common sense,” Stover says.

It was decided to put most of the people on the plaza level

because it had the most restrooms and concessions and was clos-

est to the gates. They also had to decide how to handle evacuees

from nursing homes. “We understood those people were going to

have greater needs for improved air quality, shelter and overall

comfort,” Stover says. “We decided to turn our club level into the

hospital wing.”

Four lounge restaurants on that level were opened up as the

need grew. Ultimately, one lounge operated as a triage area, and

the others were used to address other needs of patients. “It was

almost like the floors of a hospital, just on one level,” Stover says.

After initial planning, they opened the doors at 7 p.m. As the

crowds grew, Stover opened up other levels, reserving the press

level for a command center. Ultimately, the facility housed

approximately 12,000 evacuees at its peak. One surprise was the

number of pets and other animals evacuees brought with them.

An old practice field was used to house the dogs, cats, horses,

lizards and other animals, as well as some human evacuees who

preferred to stay with their animals.

A strong volunteer response made the situation’s challenges

easier to handle, Stover says, providing much-needed manpower

and contributions. “They did an outstanding job in coming and

helping us manage people, making it comfortable and bringing in

donations,” Stover says.

Medical needs were taken over by a San Diego ambulance serv-

ice, and the facility used none of its own food or other products,

relying strictly on donations. There were so many donations, in

fact, that an impromptu warehouse was set up in a corner of one

parking lot to house the water and other products. Two Wal-Mart

warehouse managers took over the warehouse, using their own

trucks and drivers to get items where they were needed. “I can’t

say enough about Wal-Mart,” Stover says.

All told, Qualcomm’s shelter operation went exceptionally

smoothly and orderly, seemingly indicating the venue industry’s

heightened level of preparation, as well as its readiness

to accept the responsibility of serving as mega-shelters.

Qualcomm’s efforts even elicited praise from California Gov.

Arnold Schwarzenegger. “The people are happy,”

he said, according to the Associated Press. “They have

everything here.”

Art classes, a pool room and gym classes helped keep children

A line forms outside of Qualcomm Stadium in San Diego, Calif., on Thursday, Oct. 25, 2007. The stadium, home of the San Diego
Chargers, was used as an evacuation center for those affected by wildfires. AP Photo/Rick Bowmer.
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at the stadium entertained. “Over the entire week I was here —

and I didn’t leave this site for more than a couple of hours — I

didn’t hear one crying baby or screaming child the entire time,”

Stover says. “That goes back to the volunteers who kept the chil-

dren entertained. Those kids were kept busy all day, and at night

we put movies up on the video board.”

One thing Stover would like to do next time is better manage

volunteers, but he would change little else. “It went very well,” he

says. “All the decisions we made in the

first half hour proved to be the right

decisions.”

Corralling the Animals
As the fires raged and Californians fled

their homes, San Diego’s Del Mar

Fairgrounds quickly offered its grounds

as housing for the area’s many animal

evacuees. (Nearly 300,000 horses are

registered in San Diego County.) Tim

Fennell, CEO and general manager of

the facility, says they weren’t slated to

be an evacuation site, but began prepar-

ing for possible evacuees when they

noticed smoke in the sky Saturday after-

noon. Soon they began receiving calls

from animal owners evacuating their homes. “We immediately

opened our doors,” Fennell says. “We didn’t look for anybody to tell

us to do it. We just did it.”

When all the available stalls at the track were filled, they began

placing evacuated animals at the fairgrounds. “Over the course of

that evening, we took in probably 1,200 horses, as well as zebras,

dogs, cats, llamas — pretty much anything that was four-legged —

as well as a number of people coming in with their horses,”

Fennell says.

Eventually, nearly 2,600 horses were evacuated to Del Mar,

causing it to run short of water buckets, hoses, lead lines and

other animal equipment, as well as cots and blankets for humans.

While Fennell’s staff handled the emergency largely on its own,

the National Guard arrived Monday to help with safety and secu-

rity issues, and the Red Cross took over Thursday.

When the Red Cross arrived, Fennell had to find a way around

that organization’s policy against accepting animal evacuees. “We

worked through that,” he says. “We had

separate areas for animals and people.”

Overall, the evacuation at the 400-

acre grounds went well. “We had peo-

ple commenting that this was the Taj

Mahal of evacuation sites,” Fennell

says. “When people came here, we

treated them like they were our cus-

tomers. We wanted to make sure they

were safe and warm and secure and

had food and could watch TV.”

Fennell says the major lesson he

learned was to be ready for anything,

and to be ready to go it alone, at least

for a while. In fact, he’s picked up extra

supplies of hoses, cots, animal cages

and other equipment so he won’t be

depending on someone else to bring it if another emergency aris-

es. “The cavalry will arrive, but it may take a day or two,” he says.

Feeding Thousands
As firefighters made progress in their battle against the wildfires,

PETCO Park became the primary distribution point for food. While

the venue’s downtown location made it a poor choice for housing

human evacuees, it was well suited to serve as a massive feeding

kitchen, says Richard Andersen, general manager.

”
“One of the most
important things is
to be a voice of

calmness and reason
in the face of what
can often be media-
induced drama.

PETCO Park served as a center for the Red Cross to set up its kitchen during the wildfires. About 20,000 meals a day were served
out of the facility. Photo courtesy of PETCO Park.
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Once Andersen knew PETCO wouldn’t be a main evacuee site,

he contacted the International Association of Assembly Managers

(IAAM) to see what role his facility could play. “We were able to

provide Red Cross a central location for all their kitchen setup,”

Andersen says. “It was pretty amazing. Within the first quarter of

an hour after we had the first communication with their New York

office, we had all the paperwork signed and a five-acre space for

them to bring in all their trucks.”

The Red Cross was soon providing 20,000 meals a day. About 75

vans made deliveries three times a day to firefighters and residents.

Although the effort had a shaky start, with trucks headed for San

Diego without knowing where they’d unload their food, Andersen

says the operation quickly revealed itself as a well-planned cam-

paign based on lessons learned in the last round of serious fires.

“From the city’s perspective, they were pretty clear about what they

wanted and how they were going to go about it,” he says. “They

executed in a high-quality way. It was really impressive. There was

a strategic approach to how they dealt with this.”

PETCO’s role was limited to supporting the Red Cross and pro-

viding them with the space that they needed. “They’re pretty

much self-contained,” Andersen says. “But we helped them with a

number of things. We initially helped them with security, and we

gave them access to our multipurpose room so they had a place

to sit and relax and cool off.”

If there is a next time, Andersen wants his staff to be able to

contribute more directly. To that end, he’s sending some person-

nel through emergency worker certification training offered by the

San Diego Fire-Rescue Department. “Whether it’s here or some-

”
“An old practice field wasused to house the dogs,
cats, horses, lizards and
other animals, as well as
some human evacuees
who preferred to stay
with their animals.

While PETCO Park (lower left) produced meals but housed no evacuees due to its location, Del Mar Fairgrounds took in many of
the area’s stranded humans and animals, including nearly 2,600 horses. Photos courtesy of PETCO Park and Del Mar Fairgrounds.
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where else, there would be eight to 10 of us who could go any-

where to be first-line responders,” Andersen says.

Ready to Respond
As venues such as Qualcomm, Del Mar and PETCO leaped into

action, others were ready to assist if called upon. During the pre-

vious spate of wildfires, Cox Arena on the campus of San Diego

State University had played an active role, according John Kolek,

director. “We were more involved the first time,” he says. “The fire

was much closer and we were ready to go as an evacuation site

for students.”

The 2007 blazes were concentrated north of the city and away

from the university campus. The only students, faculty and staff

affected were those who lived in or near the burning areas.

“Qualcomm Stadium was the primary site, and there were local

emergency evacuation sites such as high schools and gymnasiums,

so we weren’t really needed, which is a good thing,” Kolek says.

One thing Cox Arena learned from the 2003 fires — and from

other campus emergencies, including a bomb during a basketball

tournament — was the importance of emergency preparedness

planning. The campus developed a phone-tree emergency notifi-

cation that went into action to let people affiliated with the uni-

versity, including those who were planning to attend events at

Cox Arena, know about the problems. “The venue did close and

we canceled the events that were scheduled that week,” says

Kolek. “The venue was closed except to personnel that were

absolutely necessary to be on-site. And the notification system

worked perfectly.”

A different set of issues was experienced by the San Diego

Convention Center. The downtown center, with limited parking

and a couple of major meetings under way at the time of the fires,

wasn’t suited to play a major role in the emergency relief, accord-

ing to Steven B. Johnson, vice president of public affairs.

However, the fact that the center did not cancel its planned events

presented its own special challenges, Johnson says.

One of his tasks was persuading registrants at the two events to

attend as planned. The center experienced little effect from the

smoke or other effects of the fires, Johnson says. Many of the peo-

ple planning to attend the events were concerned about air qual-

ity and whether restaurants and other facilities would be open and

operating. Johnson addressed that by providing daily updates on

the center’s Web site summarizing air quality and the status of the

fires. He stressed that the fires were a considerable distance away,

posing no direct threat, and that the center was open for business.

“The effort paid off,” he says. “We had only a few who chose not

to come because of air quality.”

Another problem was that the center had thousands of atten-

dees entering the city at a time when half a million residents were

fleeing their homes and looking for shelter. Some downtown

hotels provided shelter at reduced price for evacuees — but when

those people were informed that they had to give up their rooms

to conventioneers the next night, it didn’t go over well.

“One of the most important things is to be a voice of calmness

and reason in the face of what can often be media-induced

drama,” Johnson says. “If you watched the news, local as well

national, it says that all things were burning in San Diego. It had

this sense that the world was coming to an end in a fireball. We

had to make sure people knew we were open for business.” VSS

”
“Del Mar Fairgrounds picked up

extra supplies of hoses, cots,
animal cages and other equipment

so it won’t be depending on
someone else to bring it if another
emergency arises. ‘The cavalry will
arrive, but it may take a day or two.’

In the wake of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, venue managers recog-

nized the sizable communication gap between their facilities and

government agencies that handle preparedness and response.

To address that gap, the

International Association of

Assembly Managers (IAAM)

published Mega-Shelter

Best Practice Guidelines for

Planning, Activation and

Operation. The guidelines

were developed by IAAM’s

Shelter Management Task

Force under the leadership

of GregDavis, director of the

Cajundome in Lafayette, La.

“These guidelines …

support managers … in

their deliberations with

emergency planners as to

the planned and rational use of their facilities as mega-shelters,”

Davis says. “Hurricane Katrina has demonstrated the critical role of

the professional facility manager and the value of [venues] as emer-

gency response infrastructure when local communities are called to

respond to disasters.”

To purchase Mega-Shelter Best Practice Guidelines, visit

https://www.iaam.org/products/index.htm.

»» A Guide to Best Practices
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Bio-

The likelihood that communicable diseases,
contamination and bioterrorism will affect your venue
is escalating at an alarming rate. Here’s how to prepare.

Risky
Business
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By Brittany Glenn

I
t started in August 2007. Schools began reporting that one or

more of their students had developed an antibiotic-resistant

strain of staph infection — aka MRSA (methicillin-resistant

Staphylococcus aureus).

In the past, MRSA was found only in health care facilities

among people who were already sick. However, MRSA has

recently reared its ugly head in communities, causing infections

in healthy people. By October 2007, MRSA was spreading quickly

across the United States, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention stated, spelling potential trouble for venues that play

host to large public gatherings.

Equally troubling is the possibility of a pandemic caused by

the avian flu, SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) or

other biological risks — not to mention the horrifying specter of

a bio-terrorist attack on venues. Most worrisome, however, is

that such bio-risks are present at any event, at any time, and

from any attendee.

Biological risks that could affect people in venue settings fall into

three main categories, according to Robert Emery, Ph.D., assistant

VP for safety at the University of Texas Health Science Center at

Houston: communicable diseases, such as SARS, Avian and MRSA;

food and/or beverage contamination; and intentional bioterrorism.
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Communicable Diseases
“Naturally occurring diseases are known

threats, especially those that are cyclical,

such as the flu,” says Melissa S. Hersh, VP

in the global risk intelligence strategies

and resiliency solutions practice for the

strategic risk consulting firm Marsh Inc.

“Every year, the flu comes, but we are told

by health experts that at some point it will

become a pandemic. It generally happens

once a century.”

Greater frequency of body-to-body con-

tact — or even contact with surfaces

touched by someone who is infected —

increases the chances of infection. The

good news is that there’s a simple, cost-

effective way to prevent communicable

diseases such as MRSA: hand-washing.

According to the CDC, it remains the most

effective means of preventing the trans-

mission of disease.

“Ensure your venue has adequate bath-

room facilities and functioning hand-

washing facilities,” Emery says. “I’ve seen

some convention centers give small bottles

of hand sanitizer to attendees as gifts.

Also, make sure there are enough materi-

als such as soap and paper towels in bath-

rooms. It’s also a good idea to put up signs

that make people aware of the importance

of hand-washing.”

Food Contamination
A potentially large biological risk is food

contamination — a food poisoning out-

break. “This can be done deliberately or it

can happen unintentionally out of negli-

gence,” Hersh says. “An example where it

was done deliberately was the salmonella

poisoning that occurred in 1984 by the

Rajneeshee.”

In the unlikely location of The Dalles,

Ore., the Rajneeshee — a separatist

group — contaminated local restaurants’

salad bars with salmonella, resulting

in 751 people becoming violently ill

due to food poisoning. The motive was

political: The Rajneeshee wanted to

incapacitate the town’s voters so the

group’s own candidates would win the

upcoming elections.

The Rajneeshee carried the light-brown

liquid salmonella agent in a plastic bag

and either poured it onto food or into

salad dressing. “The 1984 Rajneeshee sal-

monella poisoning was the first deliberate

biological attack in the United States,”

Emery says. “It was a hallmark event.”

Peter Martin, principle engineer and

owner for building-security consulting

firm MSS Security Consultants &

Engineers, agrees that food/beverage poi-

soning is a very real threat. His firm

recently planned the security and engi-

neering needs for a large stadium.

“We decided that beer delivery trucks

were the greatest entry-point risk,” Martin

says. “Someone could switch out contain-

ers, and no one would even think of look-

ing at the containers. By the time security

personnel found out, they would’ve stuck

it into one of the devices that releases it,

and it would have sprayed everywhere.”

When vendors are present at your

event, enlist their assistance to watch for

anything suspicious, Emery advises. “Also,

it’s important to work closely with your

local health department to ensure conces-

sions are safe,” he says.

Bioterrorism
From September 2001 to November 2001,

23 cases of bioterrorism-related anthrax

occurred in the United States. The possi-

bility that biological warfare will be used

on civilian populations is more likely now

than any other point in history, according

to some security experts. Biological

weapons are particularly attractive to ter-

rorists, and of particular concern to secu-

rity professionals, because of the incuba-

tion period — the time between the

exposure incident and the manifestation

of symptoms.

“Someone could come into a venue,

spray something around and leave,”

Emery says. “Then two to three days later,

people start getting sick. You can imagine

what a nightmare that would be trying to

locate all those people who were at your

event two or three days ago.”

How can venue safety and security

professionals prevent or minimize bioter-

rorist threats? “You should know who’s in

the facility,” Martin says. “You must have

staff check people when they come in,

and the staff must be aware of what’s

going on around them. Complacency is

the biggest devil.”

Although an increase in the number —

and awareness — of security personnel

will help, Martin says there’s really no way

of preventing a determined person from

There’s really no way of
preventing a determined person
from entering a venue with a bio-
weapon. ‘That’s the nightmare in
the genie’s box — wondering
when that will happen, if it does,
and how. The consequences
could be profound.’
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entering a venue with a bio-weapon.

“That’s the nightmare in the genie’s box —

wondering when that will happen, if it

does, and how,” he says. “This situation is

very serious. The consequences could be

profound. This is the invisible weapon.”

Emery and other experts agree that bio-

weapons are most likely to come in

aerosol form. “Bio-weapons transmitted by

aerosol sprays are of greater concern

because someone can disseminate these

quickly and easily,” Emery says.

The stadium for which Martin recently

addressed security and engineering issues

now features air intakes located high

above, instead of at, street level, where

anyone can spray an aerosol into the

vents. “We also equipped the air intakes

with HEPA [High Efficiency Particulate Air]

filters and carbon filters,” Martin says. “A

HEPA filter will take out a micro-sized par-

ticle. If a bio-weapon were aerosolized,

and chances are it would be, the charcoal

filter would pick it up first and the HEPA

filter would take out the balance.”

There’s a catch, however — HEPA filters

run anywhere from 10 to 15 times the cost

of a conventional filter. “It’s a substantial

investment,” Martin says. “Also, HEPA fil-

ters don’t last as long because they catch

more airborne material, so they have to be

changed more often than conventional fil-

ters. However, an enclosed facility with

HEPA and charcoal filters could remain

fairly stable from a biological attack.”

Security Assessment
Venue safety and security professionals

should do a risk assessment analysis for

each event, Emery says. The first step is to

determine the potential threats. “Ask the

question ‘Is this an event that would cause

particular interest or controversy?’ From

there, look at access control,” he suggests.

“Will you be able to control the flow of

people coming in and out so you can

identify who’s supposed to be there and

who’s not supposed to be there?”
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Next, evaluate the surveillance that’s

already in place. “Are there CCTV [closed

circuit television] cameras that security

professionals can use to keep an eye on

things?” Emery asks. “Will natural surveil-

lance — security guards walking around

making their presence known — also be

present?” (For more information, see the

resources listed under “Further Research

and Reading,” above.)

Crisis Communication
Aside from performing a risk assessment

analysis and making adjustments accord-

ingly, it’s also important for venue man-

agers to devise a crisis communications

plan with the media, in the event an out-

break does occur.

This way, if authorities determine that a

disease originated at your venue, you can

alert the people who attended the event

and give them direction on where to go for

help. “Get a committee together to catego-

rize bio-risks and decide the chain of com-

mand,” Hersh says. “Make sure you have a

crisis communications arm on that team.”

Also, whenever possible, obtain attendees’

contact information prior to an event. This

way, venue security will know how to get in

touch with them if necessary. “Ticketed

events are the best way to accomplish this,”

Hersh says. “For nonticketed events, it’s even

more important to work with local media to

provide consistent messaging.”

The suggestions hold true for any type

of bio-risk, Hersh says. “Whether we’re

talking about a naturally occurring pan-

demic or a bioterrorist event, the impact

on people is going to be the same,” Hersh

adds. “It doesn’t discriminate.” VSS

•“Guidance for Protecting Building Environments fromAirborne Chemical, Biological or

Radiological Attacks” (www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2002-139/default.html)

• “Guidance for Filtration andAir-Cleaning Systems to Protect Building Environments from

Airborne Chemical, Biological or Radiological Attacks” (www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2003-136)

•“Communicating in the First Hours: Initial Communication with the Public

During a Potential Terrorism Event” (www.bt.cdc.gov/firsthours)

• “All Hazards Risk Management Best Practices Standard”

(www.asisonline.org/guidelines/inprogress_published.htm#haz)

• “Threat Advisory System Response Guideline”

(www.asisonline.org/guidelines/guidelinesthreat.pdf)

Further Research and Reading

Beer delivery
trucks were the
greatest entry-
point risk.
Someone could
switch out con-
tainers, and no
one would even
think of looking
at them.
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The

Your Payroll
Predatoron
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C
ould your venue become the hunting ground of a pedophile

serial killer? If the notion sounds far-fetched, consider the chill-

ing tale presented by former police detective Jim Conover in

his nonfiction book Slayer of Innocence, a detailed account of

how police cracked the case of a killer who stalked boys at

county and state fairs across the country.

Sixteen boys, ranging in age from 7 to 14, disappeared over a span of

seven years. Police finally arrested William J. Guatney, nicknamed “Freight

Train” for his hobo lifestyle of riding the rails, drinking wine, and working

at a chain of state and county fairs. Police arrested Guatney after a 24-hour

surveillance of the killer, who roamed the Illinois State Fair grounds in

Learn how some prospective
employees may present an

unseen danger to attendees
— and how background

checks can help.

By Lori Baker
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Springfield looking for his next prey.

Although the killing spree happened

three decades ago, Conover warns that

similar crimes not only could happen

today, they are happening.

“All over the country, children wind

up missing,” says Conover, a retired

police detective with the Pekin Illinois

Police Department in Pekin, Ill., whose

investigative work led to Guatney’s

arrest. Haunted by the case, Conover

continues his mission today to protect

children from pedophiles, testifying in

legislative hearings and speaking about

his book. He urges background checks

of all employees who work in direct

contact with children, including at tem-

porary events such as fairs, carnivals

and expositions.

“What price would you put on a

child’s life?” Conover says of the costs

associated with background checks.

“And if a pedophile is working for you,

who’s to say you wouldn’t be sued by

the parents of the child, which would

probably close you down?”

Check It Out
In two states, Massachusetts and

Illinois, performing background checks

isn’t a choice — it’s a law. The states

mandate that fairs, carnivals and amuse-

ment parks conduct criminal back-

ground investigations — including

checks of sex offender registries — for

licensees, ride operators and attendants.

Vendors and employees who work on

the midway are exempt. “When a per-

son fills out a job application, you real-

ly don’t know who that person is until

you do a criminal background check,”

says Andy Schoendienst, president of

Luehrs’ Ideal Rides.

Expect to see more states follow the

lead of Massachusetts and Illinois, says

Bob Johnson, president of the Outdoor

Amusement Business Association.

However, venues shouldn’t wait until

there’s a law on the books to take action.

“It’s imperative that the amusement

All of us are concerned about the
security and safety of children visiting
fairs, carnivals and theme parks. We
are, in effect, baby sitters for a lot of
working parents who drop off their
children for a few hours.
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industry step up and do these background checks,” Johnson says.

“All of us are concerned about the security and safety of children

visiting fairs, carnivals and theme parks. We are, in effect, baby sit-

ters for a lot of working parents who drop off their children for a

few hours.”

While some venues try to perform criminal background checks

in-house, the results may be incomplete or inaccurate. “I don’t think

we did a complete enough job,” Schoendienst says of the back-

ground checks his company did. “No matter how many people you

commit to the project, you can’t perform it at the level of a profes-

sional service.”

Finding the Right Company
The key is to find a reputable firm to do the job for you, steering

clear of low-cost Internet data brokers that offer to “find out any-

thing about anybody,” no questions asked. About 465 cyber-sleuth

companies offer cheap background checks, claiming to search pub-

lic records, including criminal records, for most jurisdictions. But

there’s a caveat: The more jurisdictions you want to search, the

more you’re likely to pay.

Worse yet, according to a University of Maryland study performed

by criminologist Shawn D. Bushway, some of these companies offer

little more than false assurances. In his study, he obtained the crim-

inal records of 120 parolees in Virginia, then submitted their names

to an online background-check company (he didn’t identify which

one). Sixty came back showing no criminal record at all, while oth-

ers came back so jumbled it was tough to spot offenses.

Why is it so easy for criminal records to slip through the cracks?

Criminal records and other public records are a patchwork, with

more than 3,000 counties in the United States and some 5,000 sep-

arate court systems, according to The New York Times. While some

states have consolidated records, many don’t.

A recognizable, reputable background-screening company will

dig much deeper than an individual’s criminal records. At compa-

nies like ChoicePoint, First Advantage and Kroll, specialists in law

enforcement, criminal justice and government service do investiga-

tive Web surfing (at sites such as the online national sex offender

registry at www.nsopr.gov), visit courthouses nationwide to dig

through public records, and conduct telephone interviews with can-

It’s not enough to simply hire a firm to con-

duct a criminal background check, which is

considered an investigative consumer

report under the Fair Credit Reporting Act

and similar state laws. Employers must fol-

low certain steps before conducting one:

• Disclose to the applicant the intent to

obtain a report.

• Explain that the report will be used solely for employment purposes.

• Obtain written authorization from the applicant.

• If the report will include interviews with others, give notice of the

individual’s right to ask about the nature and scope of the report.

• Give notice and a copy of the report before the decision is made

to not hire the applicant on the basis of the findings..

• Give notice of the applicant’s rights and procedures to dispute

inaccurate or incomplete information.

• The background investigation firm you choose should provide the

necessary authorization forms.

Doing Your Homework
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didates’ professional and personal references.

They also screen address histories, civil and

bankruptcy records, credit reports, criminal

records, driving histories, education and

employment histories, liens and judgment his-

tories, media coverage, professional licenses

and certifications, and industry-specific regula-

tory sanctions.

Depending on the breadth of the search, a

standard background check with such firms can

cost anywhere from $25 to several hundred dollars. For instance,

Luehrs’ Ideal Rides hired Kroll, which charges $40 for a typical

background check 40, according to Jenifer DeLoach, senior vice

president of Kroll background screening.

Lay Down the Law
If hiring a background investigation firm isn’t for you, an alternative

is enlisting the aid of local law enforcement agencies, some of

which will provide criminal background checks at no charge. “Go

to the chief of police or the detective division of your local police

department,” Conover advises. “They can tap into the National

Crime Information Center, the FBI’s database, which offers the most

complete criminal background information.”

As an added precaution, request that your local law enforcement

agency provide on-site security during events.

At the Salem Fair in Salem, Va., two officers

patrol the grounds with flip charts of photo-

graphs of child molesters who live in the area.

“There are 81 sex offenders living in my area,”

says Carey Harveycutter, Salem’s director of

civic facilities. “Local law enforcement is a huge

help because they know who these sex offend-

ers are, and they can help ensure that they don’t

show up on the property during the fair.”

A Lesson from History
Nearly 30 years have passed since Guatney rode the rails on his

killing spree that left 16 young boys dead. Could a monster like

Guatney strike again? “Absolutely,” says Conover, who has gained

an insider’s knowledge of the risks of fairs and carnivals as a detec-

tive, author and activist. “A carnival manager once told me, ‘Once

we find a good worker, we don’t question him.’ ”

Background investigations are critical for public venues, espe-

cially where there are children and families involved, such as car-

nivals and theme parks, says OABA’s Johnson. “It’s incumbent on

all of us to check out our employees thoroughly,” he says, “espe-

cially those who may have direct public contact, before there is

an issue.” VSS
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PERSPECTIVE■

B
rothers of the Ministry of Education: In the interest

of potential additional research and learning, the

Ministry of Information is pleased to release to you

an excerpt from an ancient journal discovered by

our intrepid team last cycle in the Ice Mountains.

This journal is from the secular calendar, year 2006.

The excerpt as follows:

After the Academy
“Well, it’s November already. Just received the evaluations from

the third-year students at the Academy for Venue Safety &

Security. All looks good — on paper, at least. But I remain con-

cerned. No, that’s not right — I am really concerned, worried.

“A lot of the folks responded so well to the information pre-

sented to them, and to the tools provided to

them. But there were some who just didn’t want

to accept the reality that they and their compatri-

ots weren’t as readily prepared as they ought to

be. Worse yet, those same folks see no reason to

change their planning — or their thinking

processes.

“How do you not include emergency provisions

in case of an on-site shooter, for storage and pro-

tection of critical documents, for a working Threat

Assessment Team? How do you not clearly name

your priority consequences, define your assets, and then define

the vulnerabilities to those assets that would allow successful

threats to cause the worst-case emergency scenarios to occur?

How do you not work to the end of reducing those identified

vulnerabilities in order to reduce the opportunities for threats to

be successful?

It’s Not a Game
“How do you sleep at night if I’ve taken you through a tabletop

war game, killed 17,000 people and destroyed your facility —

and you tell me it’s not your fault because you did everything

you were supposed to do? How do you not assume responsibil-

ity for the shortfalls in your risk assessments and emergency

preparedness, prevention, response and recovery planning that

allowed me to theoretically cause chaos, fear and the death of

innocents in a simple war game?

“How do you not go back to look at the standard operating

procedures that you put in place for the war game and that I

blew right by? And what do you mean ‘I assumed?’ What did we

say about assumptions?

“How do you sleep at night knowing that what I did to you

and your venues in theory can be accomplished in real time and

in real life by real bad guys causing real deaths to thousands of

innocent people — and at the same time really destroying all of

your major assets? How do you sleep at night without going

over your standard operating procedures with a fine-tooth comb

looking for the weaknesses?

“I think I’ll croak if I hear one more time the words that go

something like this: ‘Well, yes, I’m concerned and I’m willing

to do what needs to be done for us to be better prepared.

But when I tell my general manager (or anyone else in charge),

nothing happens.’

“You mean to tell me that you’ve put together your complete

and proposed risk management program, life-safety plan, emer-

gency plan, resource plan and action planning — and your

general manager has just completely ignored you? Really? I don’t

think so. I really do not. Go back and look at your levels of

preparation. I mean, really look hard at your levels of prepara-

tion in place before you have your time with your boss.

Use Your Tools
“You have new tools provided. How are you using

those tools to help your preparation? How much of the low-

hanging fruit have you already taken care of, and what are

the results of that? Positive? Surprise your general manager

with the positive and low- or no-cost fruits of your immediate

labor — all on behalf of the organization for which he

exercises stewardship.

“How do you sleep at night if safety and security tools have

been put in your hands and you consciously choose not to use

A“journal entry from the past”provides awake-up call.

“Surprise your general manager with the
positive and low- or no-cost fruits of
your immediate labor — all on behalf
of the organization for which he
exercises stewardship.”

By Joe Psuik III, CFE

CanYou Sleep at Night?
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those tools? How do you sleep at night knowing the bad guys

are not done? The bad guys have made headlines doing the big

things, but when do they take on some of the smaller things just

to prove that they can go anyplace and do anything — and that

no one is safe?

“I’m not asking if you have sleepless nights out of fear, mind

you. But sleepless nights just plain and simply because you

know all your planning, preparation and implementation is

incomplete, needs improving, needs adjustments, needs tuning,

needs updating, needs additional inclusions based upon what

did or did not happen today.

“How do I sleep at night knowing that you aren’t sleeping

at night?”

End of excerpt.

WhatWentWrong?
Brothers of the Ministry of Education: As you may see, there is

much to be taken from this journal excerpt. We gain some

insight into the urgency of seemingly critical planning. The

author of this journal seems considerably concerned about the

apparent lack of critical planning on the part of some others of

this earlier people.

Some additional research questions are raised. Did critical

planning, or the lack thereof, contribute to the later burdens of

these earlier people? Was that lack of critical planning so perva-

sive that entire sections of this community of civilizations were

lost, diminished or damaged beyond repair?

Would our current community of civilizations look, feel or be

any different if the apparently needed critical planning had been

completed and in effect?

We give you this journal excerpt for your review and study.

We likewise await your decisions in regard to this journal of an

earlier time and place. We hope you are sleeping well. VSS

Joe Psuik is an actively “retired” member of the

International Association of Assembly Managers. For the

past five years, he has been an active participant and

leader in IAAM’s safety and security programming and

IAAM’s Academy for Venue Safety & Security. You can

reach him at pakrhog@gmail.com.

“Some additional research
questions are raised. Did
critical planning, or the lack
thereof, contribute to the
later burdens of these people?”
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I
n response to Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, many of America’s

arenas, stadiums and convention centers were asked to con-

vert their operations to mega-shelters to accommodate thou-

sands of evacuees in desperate need of basic living necessi-

ties and medical services. Facility managers around the coun-

try responded to this call without hesitation, focusing with great

passion on the needs of senior citizens, children and families who

were trying to survive terrible disasters.

Public assembly facilities were converted to mass-care facilities

for extended periods. There was no precedent for such opera-

tions. This new territory of facility management required the

resourcefulness and skill of professional facility managers and staff

to respond adequately to the needs of evacuees. They demonstrat-

ed an ability to perform under extreme circumstances.

Opening Their Doors
Before Hurricane Katrina, most shelters consisted

of schools, churches and recreation centers. They

were small, accommodating up to a thousand

people on average. For the first time in our

nation’s history, arenas, convention centers and

stadiums were used to accommodate tens of thou-

sands of evacuees over several weeks. These facilities provided

sleeping arrangements, showers, clothing, medical services,

social services, postal services, mental health counseling, class-

rooms, recreation centers, religious services, laundry services,

pet and animal control, security and three meals a day. Some

facilities even required isolation rooms to house evacuees with

contagious diseases.

The Cajundome, which was used as a mega-shelter in Lafayette,

La., accommodated 18,500 evacuees over 58 days. It provided

409,000 meals to evacuees and first responders. Houston’s Reliant

Park sheltered 27,100 evacuees over 37 days. They processed

another 65,000 evacuees located throughout Houston as a pro-

cessing center for the state. Shelters in Dallas, including the Dallas

Convention Center and Reunion Arena, provided shelter for

25,000, processed another 27,000 for American Red Cross benefits

over 39 days and served 114,200 meals.

The first difficulty that confronted the facility manager was the

fear that was generated in communities from the depiction of

evacuees as looters, rapists and thugs. Television news created a

false image of the evacuees. They were not looters, rapists and

thugs. They were senior citizens, children, mothers and families

desperately trying to survive a devastating disaster. When evac-

uees arrived by the busloads for the help that was available at

public assembly facilities, they found professionals ready to deliv-

er compassionate care, in spite of the televised sensationalism at

the Superdome and the Morial Convention Center.

Dealing with Weaknesses
Hurricane Katrina exposed several weaknesses in our nation’s

ability to respond to major disasters involving the displacement

of hundreds of thousands of people in a major metropolitan

area enduring almost total devastation. One of these weakness-

es involved the sheltering of evacuees before, during and after

Hurricane Katrina. The term mega-shelter was coined to

describe public assembly facilities like Reliant Park, the

Cajundome and the Dallas Convention Center. The Hurricane

Katrina disaster exposed a vital need for nationally recognized

mega-shelter standards.

Managers who operate public assembly facilities relied on their

professional association, the International Association of Assembly

Managers (IAAM), to respond to the need for best-practice guide-

lines for mega-shelter operations. Soon after the storms of 2005,

the IAAM reached out to facility managers affected by Hurricanes

Katrina and Rita. IAAM quickly discovered the need for an indus-

try task force to establish nationally recognized guidelines for pub-

lic assembly facilities that are converted to mega-shelters. The

IAAM also reached out to its industry partners, the Department of

Homeland Security and the American Red Cross.

In the summer of 2006, the IAAM released comprehensive best-

practice guidelines for mega-shelter operations. The booklet was

shipped to arenas, convention centers and stadiums on the Gulf

Coast and the Atlantic Seaboard. If called into service, facility man-

agers have critical sheltering guidelines that will help them face

the extreme challenges of sheltering thousands of evacuees from

a major disaster.

In October 2007, we saw thousands of people in San Diego

fleeing their homes to the safety of Qualcomm Stadium. This facil-

Federal disaster assistance should reimburse facilities.

The Cost of Caring
By Greg Davis

“Most venues are unable to generate
revenues to cover the expense of
operating the shelter.”
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ity converted to mega-shelter operations quickly and effectively.

The lessons learned from the 2005 storms are helping responders

do better in servicing disaster victims.

Who Foots the Bill?
To convert to mega-shelter operations, public assembly facilities

must stop their normal business operations and in many cases

cancel events. Most do not have a tax base to sustain operations

and are unable to generate revenues to make payroll and to pay

the expenses of operating the shelter.

In secondary and tertiary markets, this is especially problemat-

ic due to the inability of local government to fund a mega-shelter

operation. Cleaning and custodial costs, for example, can cost sev-

eral thousand dollars per day when hospital sanitation standards

are required to prevent the spread of infectious diseases. In many

cases, cash reserves are not sufficient to sustain the shelter oper-

ation over the long term.

Through its partnerships with the Department of Homeland

Security and the American Red Cross, the IAAM hopes we can

agree on nationally recognized reimbursement guidelines that will

require FEMA to pay usage fees and to reimburse the hard cost of

shelter operations and recovery. Most public assembly facilities

self-generate their operating revenues. Most do not have a tax

base to sustain their operations once normal operations are

stopped and events are canceled. Federal Disaster Assistance

Guidelines must include the payment of usage fees, sheltering and

recovery costs.

Public assembly facilities are now integral to disaster response.

These valuable public assets are available for the public good as

they have never been before. The IAAM and the public assembly

industry it serves stand ready to assist citizens across America

when disasters require them to take shelter in an arena, stadium

or convention center. VSS

Editor’s Note: The above is drawn from testimony presented by

Greg Davis, director of the Cajundome and chairman of the IAAM

Shelter Task Force, before a U.S. Senate hearing on Dec. 3, 2007.

PERSPECTIVE
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Greg Davis has served as director of the Cajundome

since 1993. He is an active member of the International

Association of Assembly Managers (IAAM), and is chair-

man of both the Greater Lafayette Chamber of

Commerce and Lafayette Crime Stoppers.
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When more than 800 square miles of Southern California were ablaze

in October 2007, the focus was on safety for the thousands of residents

fleeing the inferno. But staff at the Del Mar Fairgrounds outside of San

Diego had already jumped into action. Venue Safety & Security asked

Chana Mannen, Del Mar’s former deputy general manager, to talk about

another segment of the imperiled population — the thousands of

horses housed in the area’s thoroughbred training centers, race facilities

and sprawling ranches.

T
he fairgrounds have always served as the site

of horse shows and the annual county fair, so

when the 2003 wildfires occurred, thousands

of panicked horse owners immediately turned

to us for help. They knew we had stalls and

accommodations, and we began accepting horses right and

left. Some owners spray-painted their phone numbers on the

horses. Others were left with no identification; we had about

100 animals that we had no idea who they belonged to. We

quickly discovered that we didn’t have enough hoses, halters

and food.

“After that experience in 2003, we took the time to evaluate

and analyze the event. We came up with a list of what we’d

learned and created an emergency preparedness book. In 2006,

after 38 years of working with the fairgrounds, I retired — but I

promised that if another disaster occurred, I’d come back to

help. I just had no idea that it would happen again so soon.

“When the 2007 wildfires began spreading, I headed back

over, and for this one, we were completely prepared. We

didn’t have to waste time saying, ‘How are we going to handle

this?’ We were ready. The fairgrounds had stocked extra supplies and immediately

began adding what was needed. We knew to order a couple of truckloads of grass

for feed right away, and we purchased hundreds of buckets.

“Also, this time the general public didn’t wait very long to begin evacuations. Animal

owners coming to us had learned their lesson before. They thought to bring halters for

their horses and proper identification. We were ready with forms for the owners and

plenty of supplies, and we ended up providing food and shelter for about 3,000 ani-

mals — mostly horses, but also dogs, chickens, goats, six zebras and a llama.

“It was an incredibly gratifying experience, and a huge personal satisfaction in

being able to handle the situation in an organized manner. The thing about safety

training is that you hope you’ll never need to use it. But if you do, you’ll be so glad

you took the time to prepare.” VSS

Animal Instincts
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Our Mission...
To encourage the growth and preservation of the outdoor amusement industry 

through leadership, legislation, education and membership services.

F O R  O V E R  4 0  Y E A R S

The OABA is the largest trade association 
representing over 20,000 companies and employees

who are with Carnivals, Circuses, Food & Game Concessionaires, 
Independent Ride Owners and others involved with state & county fairs,

festivals, religious organizations community and civic events.

Representing the Mobile Amusement Industry Since 1965 in North America

Visit us at www.oaba.org for more information or call 407.681.9444
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“I have to find someplace to
accept two dogs, two cats
and a turtle.”
—Lake Arrowhead resident Michelle
Dresser, on looking for a shelter after
being forced from her home. Many ven-
ues, including QualcommStadium and
Del Mar Fairgrounds, accepted animals.

Sources: Southern California Fire Report, The Washington Post, National Fire
Protection Administration, CNN.com.
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OutTHISway
P A R T I N G T H O U G H T S , F I N A L W O R D S A N D C O N C L U S I V E D A T A

“The state did a great job in
quickly responding to the terrible
Southern California fires, and the
cooperation between all levels of
government was impressive. But
our job isn’t over yet. We need to
make sure we are even better
prepared for next time.”
—California Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger

$33.4 billion
The amount lost in 9/11,

the largest fire loss in U.S. history

84
109

6,000

Percentage by which Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger has increased
funding to California fire protection
in the last four years

Number of new fire engines
purchased in California since 2003

❯ ❯❯

Number of firefighters who
worked to put out the blazes
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